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Cox-Nectow
"Team Wins
Debate Final

!Number 13

About 90 To Get Degrees
I At Feb. I Commencement
In Women's Gymnasium

Versatile Baron Will Lecture
In Louis Oakes Room Jan. 20

Annual Tourney
Comes To A Close

Tickets Are Available Until Jan. 23;
Peabody Will Speak At Alumni Dinner

Raymnial A. Cox and Philip Neetnw are the University's 1952 intra7..17rai debate champions.
In tournament finals last night, they
defeated Theodore E. Durst and Dana
C. Devoe.
The proposition debated was, ReIved: That the Federal Government
,hould adopt a permanent program of
wage and price controls. The same
,!1!(-Sti4 41 is being used by the National
lnterctillegiate Forensic League.
Cnx, a junior, is a member of the
varsity football team. Nectow is a
s( ill( more.
Durst and Devoe are freshmen.
They debated toegther in high school.
T.ast year they won the Maine High
School Debate Tournament.
This is the sixth year of intramural
debate, which was started in the. spring
.f 1947 by Prof. Wofford G. Gardner,
head of the Speech Department. Out
of this competition has come talent
:hat has helped to give the varsity
team a high rating in debate circles
throughout the country. Each member
nf the winning team receives a gold
medal and a chance ti comnete
intercollegiate debating.
P,esides the finalists, teams that went
into the semifinals were: Norma Jose
and Bertha Norris; Kenneth Hamilnai
and Dalton Newell.
Other teams that reached the quarter-finals were: Richard Harris and
Dana Daggett; Randall Cole and Regin:1:d Larson; Joan Reynolds and John
Knowles; Faith Taylor and Robert
Ellingwood.
Judges for the finals were: Wayne
Jordan. professor of journalism: Geraid J. Grady. assistant professor of
envernment: George K. Manlove. in-nnrtor in English.

Students Must Use
One River Crossing

Approximately 90 students will receive degrees at special midwinter graduation exercises in the Women's Gymnasium on Friday,
Feb. 1. Exercises will begin at 8:15 p.m.
Dr. Kenneth C. M. Sills, president of Bowdoin College,
will
deliver the commencement address.
President Arthur A. Hauck vill confer the degree,
. and !Ile
Deans of the colleges vill present the diplomas.
The Reverend Francis E. Le-4
Tourneau, pastor of Our Lady of I
Wisdom Chapel and chaplain for
, .;itholic students, will deliver the
!turtencement invocation.
Those receiving degrees
be
!guests of the General Alumni Association at a dinner to be served at 6:on
p.m. at Fstabrooke Hall. Parents and
n new telenhnne system :Int will
frie":s "1 the graduates are invited- provide greater speed and efficiency is
Invitations Will Be Issued
being installed on the campus. It will
Attendance at the commencement be in operation in late March eataercists will be by invitation. The I April.
numl;er (.f tickets xvhich each prospecA n-eneral area change-over
the
tive graduate may have is limited by
'Anna: svstems in Bangor. Orono. and
the size of the Women's Gymnasium.
Old Town has made the installation
Tickets may be picked up at the feasible.
Renistrar's Office until Jan. 23.
E:x1i
CoMMUnitliSe dl he
Myron C. Peabody '16 has accepted (I:-ignated by a cede number
that
:Le invitation ti speak at the Alumni will !q-ect.*
fur-digit nun)hers
I ;A:il
ANS DE 11-.1SS-TEV!"1-!-7N
Assuciation's dinner.
tam- in use. Thus. Bang,q. may be
Mr. Peals sly majored in animal e"(!e'l by the number "2.- and the
•:shandrv (hiring his undergraduate nutrh'T 'haled after that dl el."'Plete
:lays at the University. Currently he the desired connection. Or000 and
holds the presidency of the Federal Old Town will he
by , titer
Lani Bank of Springfield, Mass. immbers.
Anuaig his other activities. he presides
Oil-canto, calls will he made diAl!acue
:ver the U. of
M. General Alumni reale front office to office be merely
dialing the number, thins relieving
The Baron Hans De Meiss-TtanTen A ssociatinn.
1Prospective Candidates Listed
switchboard congestion.
who
has
been
successivel
y
banner.
Reginald N(:1, wnrld famous chit-iAt Iresent. a long list of people wait
miner. plantation neviana war! Aesailor itaSt of prospective candidates for
netist. and his Chamber Players are
I
,
their
turn to use a single outside one
t,
nesree
w
I catrera
man.•(icoreslnd tames, contingent us ii the outcome
to be the artists for the next Universito Bangor. The new system will
.11(1 lecturer will speak in the Loni,'nf final examinations. f(dlinvs:
ty concert on Wednesday. Feb. 13. in
abk University personnel to place such
Dolores Helen Amergian. Louis JeMemor al Gymnasium at 8:15 p.m. Oal•res Room Sunday. Jaw 20, at
7 p.m. The Baron. sponsured by t1 rome A ndo. winis Eugene A ustin. calls directly and without delay.
This group of six musicians w il! SR.-.
Tien hundred to 3(X) switchboard
will talk of his experiences in Ruth Judkins
Bailey. Paul Cushing
apnear instead of the Longives Symamecti,PUS will replace the present
the Middle East.
Peaudry. Joy Arlene Butt. Carter i.,adequate 100. Trunk lines
phonette, whose contract has bee:•
win be
Ths. Baron's career
adventure T'A ambiy Ilraplon. Charles Lucian
cancelled by the agent arranging its
mcreased
from
seven
to
ten
or
more.
started when the Italian-Ethiopian war Burgess, Jr.. Roland Joseph Chamard. I
appearance in New England.
•Ile semi-public phone system of
broke out two decades ago. He left Jr.. George Thorn-like Chase, Donald
.
Organized in 1949, the Kell Players
a desk job at a Swiss bank and set Chesehrough. Robert Lester Christen- the dormitories will remain nnchanged.
:1(u. number,
us_
already rank among the top ensemides out
for Addis Ababa. lint he never suit Gilbert Frank Cole. Travis James .H„in. that
in this country today. The instruments quite
reached there.
Collins. Percy I larnam Coomhs.
included in the group are a clarinet,
4/tinned on Page Seven)
Nnt satisfied with the usual!in.& of George Andrtne Gaper. David Creel-:tw„
a viola, a cello,
and a
travel. he ontfitted a small fishing boat ett. Nathan Osman Corner. j,,hn J.hail I.
and sailed it around the eastern part suP11 Domenico.
C.11
One neasic critic recently
rnn. if the Mediterranean. from
Shirli y
I
Brindisi
Mary Finni(Continued on Page Two)
C.)
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page Three)

KeI1 Engem b!e
Next Feature In
Concert Series

phone Syst

em
Changeover To
coeed U o
l Ca!1s

Famed Adventurer
‘/Vill Toll< About His
East Trove s

•

inlin E. Stewart. (lean of men, annnunced that the University has tam tinnell its policy (if autlwrizing students to cross the Stillwater River to
t he ski nny at one designated spot
nnlv. The crossing is directly in back
af the heating plant.
Demi Stewart said that limitig.
n
crnssings to one point facilitated tin
checking (if ice conditions. He added
that in many spots the ice was danger
nusly thin because of eddies.
'BY 1).\VE GP:Tern:1.1.
Ice conditions will be posted on the
Maine, Bowdoin and Colby crossed
big bulletin board in front of theit ,okstore.
ski poles here Jan. 12 and 13, and it
was not until the skiers had literally
struggled thrnugh an exceedingly niugh
Marilyn Vaughn Named
intricate slalom course on Bald
Good Will Co-Chairman and
Mnuntain that Maine emerged as the
Marilyn Vaughan, a .iiiihomore. has winner.
hCCI1 appointed co-chairman (if the
If the Inal results (If the meet are
Giod Will Chest Drive, Chairman used as a yardstick, the State Ski
Stan Lavery announced this week.
Championship (lilting at Waterville
Bob Patton. a 1947 graduate. ..ill Saturday and Sunday should be one
instruct team captains in fund-raising of the most elOSely ontested meets in
techniques.
recent years.

k And Leaders
meet At Dinner

fourth annual dinner na
will be hel
an. 20. It is the c..stor:
President ArtInntn
nith tha snldel•Is
Universin.'s enrre
prnln
I :ems and plans f.,r the future.
Hatch by just nine seconds and they
-fl,e
ill be lucid in tile
in turn evert' followed within three
..:(avnstair„liniag
minutes by "'hail Edwards. Ralph
Hall. Representatives of the studea.t
Baxter and Ralph Chase. Dick Church
,vernmcnt organizatio
ns and chairof
a standlint perf minavan-ions student
thniughout the meet, placed si\th.
„ttend.
Basing his statement on studied facts.
Curtis says that the cross country
team "stands well with any team in 'Basketball Bulletin
the East."
T1
high-pi in ere(' Cnlby
flies
In the jump. Maine again pulled racLed up their thirteenth
straight w in
down the. winning score. Erickson :4 the season last night %%
hen they dc showed good form and ability to cover feated Maine 77-47
at Waterville. It
distance as he soared for a first in the . was the fiftieth
meeting (if the' teen
(Continued on Page Nine)
court teams.

•
Maine Skiers Trtu
mph In State Meet Warmuo
•
.• ,
•
Bowdoin And Colby Furnish Tough Com petition
The final scnring for the two days
saw Main... taking first lintairs 391.57
to Inavdoin's 370.79 and Colby's 329.47.
Calby will be on her own slept' this
week cwt. Ciiach Ted Curtis of the
Maine team says. "It should be a
strongly contested meet."
Here's how the three teams shape
up as of last week's meet. Curtis said
Maine's croiss country team is in excellent shape. Ills words were borne
out as Maine runners took the first
fi ve places in a field of 16 for a perfect senre.
t;rady Ericks,al beat cut Dick

s:L10:!•,:• :eativr

n iceti n g

%%.
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Spring Semester Former Track Ace, Hagopian, To Resume Studies
Chamber Music In
After Recovering From Tuberculosis
Concerts Slated
To Take Form

Winter Carnival

Progam

February

When he resumes his studies, Martin
will leave the field of engineering and
Martin Hagopian, who a few years
major in zoology in preparation for
The Music Department will present ago stood track and
football circles on
medical school.
during the spring semester a series of their collective ear
with his flashing
four chamber music concerts. All four speed,
A year ago Martin was granted leave
and who was struck down by
concerts will be held in Carnegie Hall tuberculosis
from the hospital to go to his home in
in 1947, will return to his
Foyer at 4 p.m.
Madison, Me. There he began, with
studies at the University of Maine in
quiet determination, the long, difficult
The first in the series on January February.
adjustment to a new way of life.
20 will present the String Ensemble,
Martin will always be remembered
coached by William Sleeper. Also on by
He works constantly, and it is amazloyal Maine sports fans as a boy
the first program will be selections
ing to see what artistic talents have
who never quit, who was never satisby the Woodwind Ensemble, which is fied
bene lying dormant in him. At present
with anything short of complete
coached by Prof. Lewis Niven, head
he
is working with plastics. This past
victory. His driving will power gave
of the Music Department.
summer he spent much time capturing
him a tie for Maine's 50-yard dash
and preserving butterflies and other
The Brass Ensemble, consisting of record of 5.6 seconds, a tie for the 40colorful insects. He imbeds them in
three trumpets, two trombones, and a yard at 4.6 seconds, a new record for
inkwell stands, earrings, and pendants
tuba, will present the second in the the 60-yard dash at 6.4 seconds, and
of colored plastic, with an unusually
concert series, conducted by Prof. a new meet record for the 50-yard dash
attractive effect. He has constructed
Niven, on Sunday, February 24.
at 5.5 seconds.
plant stands, checkerboards and small
On Sunday, March 23, the Madrigal
This last record-breaking dash was
tables out of tiny safety matches.
Singers will appear in Carnegie Foyer accomplished with what Martin himfor the third concert. The Singers, self admits was "a funny rasping tightMartin's return is eagerly awaited
MARTIN HAGOPIAN
composed of five sopranos, three altos, ness in my chest"—in other words
by his student and faculty friends.
two tenors, and two basses, are all tuberculosis had already marked him
The qualities that impel him to return
chosen from the Glee Club. James Se!- before he established the new record. not long go unheralded, and at the are the same ones that made him great
wood coaches and directs the group.
There isn't a faculty member of time TB struck him down, beating as an athlete.
The fourth and last of the programs the Athletic Department who can say Hagopian was synonymous with beatwill be presented on Sunday, May 25, enough in praise of Martin. To them, ing Maine, as far as opposing teams
by the combined groups.
he is still the personification of all that were concerned.
When first he complained of a tightis ideal in athletics. He let his performances speak for him and as the ness in his chest, Martin was being
The 16-man blood drive committee
records disclose, these spoke loudly. treated for what is popularly called
Inoffensively aggressive, Martin went "walking pneumonia." Recurrent at- received word last week from the
about his work with a calm confidence tacks of coughing prompted doctors to Inter-Fraternity Council that it would
If you have been one of the many in his own ability and at times exhib- examine him further, and after many cooperate in every way possible in
who are attempting to make compari- ited what appeared to be a shyness bor- weeks the real trouble was discovered. the forthcoming blood drive.
sons between this winter and last, dering on timidity, yet his intense
Martin at first was resentful of the
Richard Stillings, chairman of the
these figures may help you:
drive belied the shyness and immedi- error by the medical examiner. Later, blood drive, said this week that the
Oct Jan. 15, 1951, the University had ately stamped him as a competitor to however, he learned that even if the main factor delaying the drive was
spent approximately $1,500 for snow be reckoned with.
doctors had discovered the condition lack of information on the availability
removal. On the same date this year, Martin's very quietness often invited of his lungs in the first examination, of a Red Cross bloodmobile.
it had cost the school $2,850 to rid opposing players and coaches to under- the disease had progressed too rapidly
Apparently the earliest a bloodmothe campus roads and sidewalks of rate him, and, to their sorrow, they and little could have been done to ar- bile can be expected is early in March,
the white stuff.
often did. Such ability, however, could rest it.
but that isn't confirmed.

Begins

By STAN FERGUSON

Fraternities Offer
Help in Blood Drive

Snow Bill Goes Up,
Un!versity Finds

ODW—RCA VICTOR RECORDS IDrifig L4ou fj-!e, living, exciting
1
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Here is the story ... how it begon and how it grew.
Yours in a tre.asury of historic recordings expertly
restored from priceless ms:ste,(lists and brought
to you now on "45", and Long Hay. Each album,
6 selectior-., 45,$3.04. Long Pla), :3.15.*
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Benny Goodman Towel bite and freshness back to jozz. Here the trio plays
clean and full of taste the music that
had the saddle shoes of '36 jumping
ir the aisles.
7,7sr Rog • Aire- You've Gone.C:qno
Boy • Sorneeay Sweirthoort.Body cvl
Soul • Moro Mon YD.. Know

T
P4
44Per

izP7t4TS
From Bunk Johnson to Dizzy Ciiiespie . . . with Arrnstrorg, Ncwton,
Beiderbecke and Berigan. Hear the
trumpets— every jazz herr' style.
Basin Street • From Mon.-toy 03
Frankio and Johnny. When the
Saints Go Marthing hi • The
EVuos My C3hy Gate to Mu
Anthreacic:y

err.

W.len Sr.:ney
edrg pools
th3 bell of this
so,lrano so:: at the
roe', robojy !ecss but h;rn.
So !isten to the master.

remember the mid-forties, ,Ahen
iicrtp's" frenzied showmanship
jammed the dance halls with couples
too excited to dance? Listen for that
splo:hy vitality on these earlier sides.
On the Sunny Side of the Str•st • Gin
for Cht!strnat • Corgin' Round With the
Bo. • Don't So not Way • .1!vin' the
Vibes•Shoo S:::ner's Drag

Swreio Door•I'm Coming Virgin:2
Moorhit • Strargo Fria • Rome
Room'? • .0h, Lady be Good

'
4111

Beck in 1105, Mr. Jelly Roll ("I invented jazz") dreamed up the "riff."
On these histeric sides, you're listenirg to the man who actually cut the
pette-ns for jazz.

In 1723, Coleman
Hawkins blew
precisely rn his
tenor sax. Everyone wanted to
be great on the
new ho-rt. Hear
six who wore.

Ma Cloo • Partchartra:n •Docter Jazz
Orkin Jelly Rd!Flues• C-eorgia
Le. irg •flack Bottom Stomp

High on an Open
Kt*• Canal Tall
cvv Nolte arts en
Farads • Ito Eel
Crazy R'sythm
El2ch Velvzt

*PrK3s1•01.trk r•der:1 excise
ta• Aid kcAll tal
S.t

rower/N..,

4,^3 1,1110101S

13
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Kell Group Coming
As Concert Feature

Leon A
Advane
Seldo

(Continued from Page One)
"Each member of this group is an
artist in his own right, but when they
play as an ensemble, individuality
gives way to the most perfect and selfeffacing unison. Their unity of performance and approach was a thing of
rare beauty."
Tickets for the Kell Concert will be
on sale by members of Mu Alpha
Epsilon and at Andrews Music House.
Harmon Piano Company, and Viner's
Music Store in Bangor, Katie's Store
in Orono, and A. J. Goldsmith's Store
in Old Town.
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Robert Leroux spoke on "La Fete
des Rois" at the Wednesday meeting
of Le Cercle Francais. Leroux, a native of France, came to this country
five years ago.

,
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Winter Carnival preparations gathered speed this week.
Two important changes have been
announced by the Carnival committee.
Instead of the usual January date,
Feb. 22 and 23 have been chosen as the
result of a decision of the General
Senate last spring.
The second change is that there will
be no theme for the snow sculpturing
contest this year. Committee spokesman Tom Fogler said that the change
was made "so that a limited theme
will not restrict creative minds in
formulating plans for elaborate snow
exhibits."
The Carnival will be ushered in with
the Intramural Ball Friday evening in
Memorial Gym with music by Roger
Carrier's orchestra, according to John
NV. Curry, chairman of the dance.
Tickets will be distributed in fraternity
houses and dormitories. The price will
be $3.50 a couple.
"Flutter" Floyd, Jo San Antonio,
Bill White, and Dave Haskell of the
Maine Masque talent pool will present
a skit during the dance.
Saturday is the day for outdoor
sports. In the morning there will be
a 100-yard ski dash, a 400-yard skiing
relay with four men to a team, a novelty race, and a men and women's combination novelty race.
In the afternoon there will be downhill and slalom ski racing as well as
jumping. The Hockey Club is planning a game with Bates College.
The Winter Carnival Committee is
working in conjunction with the Intramural Athletic Association "to produce a week end to remember," according to Harrison Richardson, chairman of publicity.

Oro

.4 ;,.%.1••4.10

\

Newly elected S.A.E. officers are:
president, George %V. Hersey; vice
president, Charles F. Siletti ; treasurer, Jean Paul Cyr; secretary, Robert E. Estabrook.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY

p.;414.4
s,

an
Artie Show put wires in a jutli, hand
and the jazz purists hooted. But his
arrangements of beloved show tunas
turned the Loots int..) whi:tles.
I elion Love CsIl • Cari2ca • R311dii
l"kot eil: Thing Called Lore • Doekey Setenade • Sofey, as in a Morn:ng
s,,,rim

LIFE UNDERWRITER
was the rrst to cut 1-,s r;ght
I rnzl freo . . . to ma'ne the piano a
<clo instrument. Twelve years ago a
young singer named Ecksline came
a:nng. This is what they d;d together.
Verney Mn,day Blues • Water Bay •
Got It &xi anri That Ain't Good • Somahow • Jolly, Jelly • Skylark

MR records keet

(Management Po.sibmiteto
Massachusetts Mutual life
Insurance Company
(Serving Maine since 1332)
If you have contact% in Solothurn Maine and you %mad like
to learn about an intereeting
and profitable career, %rite to:
CECIL S. WOODBREY '41
General Agent
Ma,51chty..etts Mutual Life Ins. Co.
Room 604 Masonic Building
415 Congress Street
Portland 3, Maine
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About 90 Look
For Degrees At
Semester's End

Spring Semester
Registration Is
Jan. 23 To Feb.1

(Continued from Page One)
beth F1intham, Charles Robert Foster,
Martha Louise Given, Roy Leslie
Gave, John Stevens Greenleaf, William Allan Hall, John Clifford Hazelwood, Derrill Everett Hibbard, Albert
Robinson Hobbs, Philip Arthur Hoyt,
Maung Shwe Htoo, Joseph Carmen
Iagallo, John Ward Keller, Charles
Herbert King, Madeline MacGregor
King, Richard Arthur Lambert, Gilbert Cloyd LeClair, Raymond Charles
Lemaire.
Robert Norman LePage, Carolyn
Emily Lindquist, Richard Daniel
Locke, Bernard Alexander MacKenzie,
Maurice Morris McMahon, Elaine
Laura NlacNichol, Robert Peasley
McReavy, Rodney Owen Martin, Clayton Leavitt Matthews, Montague Gorden Miller, Irene Harris Montgomery, Albert Edward Morris, Monroe
Orrin Morris, Anthony Bart Napolitano, Aaron Norman • Nelson, Jr.,
Claude Ouellette, Robert Henry Perkins, Byron Joseph Perry.
Prism personalities hold an editorial conference
Richard Clarke Pinkham, Ronald
May publication. Left to right: Peggy Given, organiz as work on the annual progresses toward a
ations editor; Bill White, fraternities and
Edward Pooler, Walter Joseph Poolsororities; Maxine Dresser, photographs; Jean Dolloff,
editor; Don Stevens, business manager:
er, Ronald Leonidas Pouliot, Clifford
and Charlotte Troubh, junior class editor. Miss Dolloff
request
s that all snapshots and informal
Alvin Priest, Jr., Arthur Ward Reypictures for publication in the book be submitted at East
Annex by Jan. 25. Staff Photo by Marcoux
nolds, Ovilla Fred Rossignol, Lionel
Edgar Roy, Lucy Catherine Ryan,
Robert Haynes Simonton, Nathan
Dean Deering Attends
Ray Small, George Stephens, Jr.,
Charles Amos St. Onge.
Washington Conference
Thurston Blake Townsend, Roy
Dean Arthur L. Deering of the colJunior Trafton, Byron Milton Tripp, Tom Scott, singer of American folk
lege of Agriculture attended a comProf. Wilmarth H. Starr, who repBenjamin Tucker, Jr., Richard Louis songs, presented last Tuesday what
resents
mittee
the navy and marine corps on
meeting
on
the
Training
Vasquez, Clayton Albert Veno, Wil- some of the student body
of
termed "the Extension Personne
l in Washington the Faculty Military Service Commitliam Thomas Vosburgh, George Dane
most entertaining assembly this year." last week. He acted
as chairman of tee, said this week that applications
Vose, Jr., Scott Bryce Weldon, Presfor the Navy Reserve Officer Canditon Franklin Welsh, Rosemary Louise With an amusing running commentary the committee,
The committee met with a group date Program are now being accepted.
White, Donald Oliver Wilson, and to explain the music, Scott sang a
program of work songs, folk songs, of five from Portugal, selected by
Leon Austin Wilson.
Applications are available at the
ballads, and religious songs to his own Dean Deering when he was in that U. S. Naval Reserve Training Center,
Advanced Degrees
Seldon Edwin Bernstein, Donald guitar accompaniment. The student- country last summer. The group is 402 Essex St., Bangor.
Closing dates for applications have
Lloyd Card, Bernard Calvin Cossar, faculty audience called Scott back for making a three-month study of agricultural extension work in the United been set as Feb. 13 for males and
Howard Delano Bartlett, Raymond an encore.
States.
Feb. 17 for females.
Eugene Gove, Herbert Gerald Pulsifer.

Crowd Calls Scott
Back For Encore

Two Cadets Selected
For Army Appointments
Harry Easton and William Harriman, distinguished military students
in ROTC, have been selected for appointment in the Regular Army as
second lieutenants, Lt. Col. William
M. Summers announced this week.
The appointments are effective June
15, contingent upon graduation.

MCA Group Sees
Far Eastern Slides
Donna Tucker entertained Sunday
evening worshippers at the M.C.A.
House with slides of Okinawa and
Hawaii.
During finals the regular Friday
and Sunday night meetings of M.C.A.
will be held except for a co-meeting
with Hillel on January 20 in the Louis
Oakes Room at 7 p.m.

Navy Now Taking
ROC Applications

It's your opportunity to save up to $20!
WOMEN'S $50 STORM COATS, $35

spun !.,„u

moot on clhir
vtiie,(diem t. ,vr-t•ii. gra mit .

WOMEN'S S29.95 to $35 COATS, '25

Brown & White Paper Co.

Wool pa ea
SalVe elllor,

77 Broad St., Bangor, Maine
•

i7itr-. mouton coll..: a- idiot e.

MEN'S McGREGOR
59.95 to 69.95
STORM COATS

JNITY

as FUTURE EXECUTIVES

49.95

ITER
auks)

Retailing I. a dynamic profession. It offers as many career
possibilities as there are personal aptitudes: interesting positions
it% merchandising, advertising, fashion, management, personnel,
or teaching. One-year graduate program leading to Master's
degree combines practical instruction, market contacts, and supervised work experience—with pay—in top New York stores.
Programs for Bachelor's degree candidates and non-degree
outh•nts also.
REQUEST BULLETIN C-37
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF RETAILING
100 AX a.liington Square
New York 3. N. Y.

Registration for the spring semester
is scheduled for the period of final
examinations, Jan. 23 to Feb. 1, inclusive.
There will be no registration in the
Memorial Gymnasium.
Department heads and advisors have
supervised the completion of pre-registration cards. Each department is expected to assemble the necessary class
cards.
To complete registration, students
in the Colleges of Agriculture and
Technology must:
(1) Go to their major instructor
for the individual envelopes containing registration card, program cards,
and class cards. The head of the department will sign for the Dean.
(2) Proceed (if non-veterans) to
the Treasurer's Office and the Registrar's Office. Veterans will go to 108
East Annex before going to the Treasurer's Office.
Students in the College of Arts and
Sciences and the School of Education
will:
(1) Go to the Dean's office and
pick up the individual envelopes of
cards.
(2) Proceed (if non-veterans) to
the Treasurer's Office and the Registrar's Office. Veterans must go to 108
East Annex first.
Graduates will go through the same
process.
The Treasurer's Office will be open
from 8:15 to 11:50 a.m. and from 1:10
to 4:20 p.m. The Registrar's Office
follows the same schedule with one
exception. Its doors will close at
4:50 p.m.
The Photography Club will meet
in the Louis Oakes room of the Library Jan. 29 at 7:30 p.m. Pictures
entered in the club's contest will he on
exhibition in the Louis Oakes room
during the week of Jan. :8.

Students! FREESE'S has slashed the
prices on their STORM COATS!!

RETAILING needs college-trained
young people like YOU
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Not On Speaking Terms
Last week The Campus carried a story about the changes
in the soon-to-be-published 1952 University Catalog. Listed
under courses discontinued were Ru 1-2, Elementary Russian,
and Ru 3-4, Intermediate Russian.
It struck us that with the world what it is today 1952 was
an especially inappropriate year to discontinue the Russian
courses.
Language is, of course, a medium of communication common to all races and nationalities. Travelers long ago found that
knowledge of the language of the country in which they find
themselves not only helps them in discourse but is considered a
compliment by the natives. Missionaries have known for several
centuries the value of knowing the local languages. Knowledge
of a foreign language is invaluable if one wants to understand
the people who use that language.
With this in mind, it seems strange to us that with Russia
occupying the prominent position she does in world affairs there
should be a wide-spread lack of desire to learn Russian.
Of course. Russian is a notoriously difficult language to
learn, but, then, so is English.
It would seem that some students would be interested in
taking Russian just from a practical motivation. Surely the
demand for interpreters and officials with a command of the
language must be considerable.
We asked Prof. Wilmarth H. Starr, head of the Modern
Language and Classics department, about it. He said that although Ru 1-2, and Ru 3-4 had been listed in the catalog, the
courses had not been offered for two years because the student
demand was not sufficient.
Prof. Starr told us that when Russian was first offered in
1947-48, 70 students indicated interest. But when the time
came to sign up, only 17 appeared. At the end of the first year
there were 12 left in the class. The second year began with 10
students. Six of the original 17 finally completed the two years.
Since then demand has been only sporadic. Prof. Starr
pointed out that under present enrollment conditions an instructor could not be spared for such a small group. He added that
a real demand—indicated by 20 to 25 students who would actually sign up for the two years—could bring a reinstatement of
the courses.

Check Your Exam Schedule
Because of a mechanical transposition, a small number of
copies of the Maine Campus of January 10 contained a defective
Examination Schedule. Despite efforts to keep these from falling into the hands of students, a few copies did find their way
into local distribution channels.
In so far as we have been able to ascertain, the defective
copies went only to fraternity houses. To make sure that nobody is misinformed as to the time of his examination. the
Campus has mailed corrected schedules to all of the fraternities.
Although this was in no sense an editorial error, the editors
regret its occurrence. We wish to point Out to all students their
individual responsibility in ascertaining the correct time and
place of each examination.
Any doubts may be resolved by consulting 11 your instructor or (2) the Registrar.
With communication facilities functioning as they are at
this University, there isn't the slightest excuse for anyone's
being ignorant of the correct time of any examination.
Remember—it's your responsibility.
Walt Sehurrnati
Mary Ellen Chalmers
,ott
Bill Mat,
Kneeland
Doug
Paul Marcoux, Roger Dupont
Dana Warren (Sports),
Fran Dion (Society)
Paul Dinsmore
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Nick Carter
CARTOONIST
REPORTERS—Henry Berry, Dave Brezger, Stan Ferguson, Dave
Getchell, Helen Johnson, Ellen Levinson, Bob Ostreicher, Perleston Pert,
Keith Ruff, Dick Schurman, Lenny Silver, Dick Stephens, Lois Welton,
Marjorie Wylde, Art Traub, Rosemary Ferris.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES—Bryce McEwen, circulation manager; Roland Kneeland, Edward Coffin, Marjory Robbins, Bernard Gardner, Elden
Wixson, circulation assistants; Bella Frazier, business secretary; Robert
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER
CITY EDITOR
EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHY
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS

Famous Last Words

On With The Show
By

MARJORIE WYLDE

When anyone mentions the -legitimate stage" or the "theatre," it's inevitable for most of us to think of
Broadway. After all, the Great White
Way is where the new plays are born
—or die, sometimes all too quickly—
where the stars shine the brightest.
In actual fact, however, performances given elsewhere—an estimated
400,000-500,000 nonprofessional productions—outnumber by far those
given on Broadway.
America's national theatre is not
Broadway. It's the community and
university theatre that we all know.
In the last 30 years, that theatre
has been the coming theatre, the theatre that belongs to the people. And it's
the theatre that's available to all of
us, in our own communities and on our
own campus.
Three organizations are leading the
way in bringing theatre to the people
—the American National Theatre and
Academy, chartered by Congress in
1935: the National Theatre Conference, a selective organization representing about 75% of community and edu-

cational theatres; and the American
Educational Theatre Association, of
which Maine's Herschel L Brickeer
was president from 1943 to 1945.
The sad fact remains, however, that
theatre is booming everywhere but
Maine. Denison University in Ohio
grosses an average annual box office
take of $33,000 while the University of
Maine, more than twice as large, has
a hard time making $3,300.
Yet the Maine theatre can and does
stand up against the leading university
theaters of the country. In "The Oxford Companion To Theatre" once
again, Herschel L. Bricker is listed as
one of the 32 top directors in the
country who contributed energy and
special achievement to this phase of
theatre development.
M'hat it all boils down to is this—
our theatre and the theatres on other
campuses are not just groups of people
who like to act. They're part of the
growing American theatre.• The plays
presented are a part of our culture,
our times, and our education. They
are given not for the director, nor the
actors—but for us!

For What It's Worth
BY DAVE GETCHELL
There arc a lot of good things about
college and a few that aren't so good.
We'll let the good ones go for the
moment because for the next couple
of weeks we're going to be bucking
one of our chief gripes—finals—and
they arc what are bothering us 'most
right now.
We (and "we" means only me)
don't like finals. We didn't like the
first one we took many years ago and
we haven't liked any of them since.
Not even one scrawny final in thdozens we took. A change of heart
doesn't seem in the offing, either.
So you don't like finals, someone
says to me, but what can you do about
it? We answer truthfully. Nothing.
We've spent hundreds of study hours
trying to think of some way to beat
the doggone things. hut as yet no
answer has appeared through the haze
of misery. However, defeat has not
been total. We have managed to ease
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the burden. Our few simple rules for
survival derived from years of toil
may help the freshman over his first
bout with the blue books.
(1) Don't let the. word "finals"
scare you. It will he bad enough when
your mind goes blank in the test room
without worrying about it beforehand.
(2) Make a careful revision of your
philosophy with the idea in mind that
failure makes a better man. Then
study like mad to prove that philosophy isn't a practical subject.
(3) Study alone. Cramming with
another only makes your own stupidity
more obvious to yourself.
(4) Study for just one exam at a
time. To our knowledge, no one has
yet found the correct answer to the
square root of the preposition "Plato."
(5) Most of all, don't forget to turn
over that tattered and worn leaf at
an early date next semester with its
single sentence, "I'm really going to
hit the books, now."

Hear This...
Job Morket Poll
Polling 85 per cent of the February
graduating seniors (exclusive of education majors, nurses, and foreign students) indicates a generally rosy employment outlook among next month's
graduating class.
With a heavy percentage of engineers, currently being besieged by the
giant corporations out-of-state, opinion on the job market ranged from
"fabulous" and "fantastic" from engineers, "marvellous" (from a lady),
down to a sprinkle of "fairs" and one
"poor" (from a business administration major).
As one engineer put it, "These big
companies don't even ask what you
know about engineering. They just
feel you and, if you're warm, you're
in."
The survey covered majors in about
15 fields of study. Thirty-seven per
cent thought general employment prospects Excellent and 50 per cent thought
general prospects Good. Four students
with less favorable views were found
among the non-technical, non-agricultural majors.
Out-Of-State Prospects Better
Ninty-eight per cent thought general prospects Better or Much Better
out-of-state. In their own specific
fields, however, only 87 per cent favored out-of-state prospects. One forestry, one pre-medical, and one journalism major thought prospects better
in Maine.
On the question of salary differential between Maine and out-of-state
employment, only 34 students were
questioned. Of these 34 students, 9!
per cent thought that the pay was
Better or Much Better outside the
State. One student, a wildlife conservation major, thought the pay
would be better in Maine than in most
states.
Thirty-five students were questioned
as to their opinions on the reasons for
the apparent "poor prospects and low
salaries in Maine." On this question.
opinion "rode off in all directions."
Lack Of Industries
There seems to be some opinion
among liberal arts students that "Maine
has no industries."
Others expressed the opinion that
Maine has no big industry; that the
only big industry in Maine is the pulpand-paper business; that management
has labor under its thumb and that
Maine needs stronger labor unions:
that Maine industry is too small to
afford, or too ignorant to take advantage of, college men; that Maine business and politics are too conservative.
"backward-looking," individualistic.
and "hard-shell"; that Maine businessmen "resist change and progress"; and
that there are not enough people or
enough "kinds" of business in Maine.
Students complained that Maine
businessmen were committed to a pattern of low salaries, -did not pay a
"realistic" wage, offered "ridiculous"
wages (for engineers), and "did not
pay a living wage."
There was some opinion that "high
taNes" and the absence of "sufficient"
power at "reasonable" rates were
"driving industry out of Maine."
It was evident that some students
had translated unfavorable relative
statistics about Maine into absolute
statistics (absolute decrease in population, absolute decline in industry.
etc.).
(The 1950 Census shows a population growth of 7.9 per cent for Maine.
Between 1919 and 1950, manufacturing employment in Maine grew faster
than any other New England state
except Connecticut.)
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Highway Engineer
Exam Applications
Are Being Accepted

"Modern artists do not paint the cubists, the impressionists, and the
onion, but they paint the smell of it."
surrealists, Hartgen went on to say
Applications are being accepted for
. Who takes over in the event of an
So said Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen. that an
Highway
Engineer Trainee examinaartist will be a better artist if
A
Maine
alumnus, Dr. Arthur B.
air raid?
speaking informally before Delta Tau
he has studied engineering, and vice Otis (1935), is prominently pictured tions to fill jobs paying $3,100 and
On this campus the answer is—the Delta last week.
$3,825 a year.
re wardens.
The difference, Prof. Hartgen ex- versa. Such contrast will enable the in "The Making of a Doctor," a book
Applications will be accepted from
At present all university building plained, between the modernistic school student to have a broader appreciation newly published by the School of those students who expect to complete
Medicine and Dentistry of the Uni- the required amount of study
fire wardens have the additional ci- of art and former schools is that the of the different fields in life.
by Sept.
vilian defense duties. Among the stu- modernist tries to convey the emotion
Harigen emphasized a cultural lag versity of Rochester.
30, 1952. Information and application
tient body this group includes all he feels behind a given scene, taken in our society, especially in the matter
Dr. Otis is shown at work in the forms may be obtained from the post
dormitory proctors and fire wardens as a whole, whereas his predecessors of art. Modernistic thought and paint- high altitude chamber of
the Depart- office, Civil Service regional offices,
painted candid scenes to appeal to the ing are ahead of our times, he said,
of the fraternities.
ment of Physiology which can be used or from the U. S. Civil Service Comand the layman often does not under- to simulate atmosphere
Faculty wardens, who make month- eye alone.
s encountered mission, Washington 25, D. C.
Hartgen is an expressed modernist stand the feeling behind them.
ly inspections of and reports on other
by jet pilots.
university buildings, are also air raid and has chosen impressionism as his
A zoology majdr at Maive, Dr. Maine Alumnus
Promoted
field from the more than 50 divisions Young And Reuter
wardens.
Otis received the Ph.D. degree in
Attend
To
Comman
The air raid warning signals are: of the modernistic school. He did a
der
in Navy
Photogrammetry Meeting physiology at Brown University.
Yellow—confidential warning—t o sketch of a coastal scene with a wave
George L. Nystrom of Hampden
breaking over a ledge on the coast of
alert personnel.
Two representatives from the UniAn article on the University of Highlands has been selected for
proMaine,
and
explained
that
layman,
a
Red—immediate attack expected.
versity of Maine, Dr. Harold E. Maine town and city management motion to the rank of
commander in
Public Alarm—fluctuating or warbling to appreciate it fully, should take in Young and Kurt Reuter, are attend- course written by Dr. Edward
F. Dow, the Naval Reserve.
horn or whistles, short blasts, 3 min- the whole painting at a glance rather ing the 18th annual meeting of the head of the Department of
History and
Commander Nystrom was graduated
than
try
to
pick
out
certain details. American Society of Photogram
utes.
metry Government, will appear soon in the from the University of Maine in 1941
After explaining the theories of the in Washington, D. C.
White—all clear. Public alarm—
• National Municipal R
with a B.S. degree.
Steady blast for one minute, sounded
three times, repeated after two minutes silence.
TIrtierren,:•_,
Student wardens are:.
, Girls' Dormitories: Isabelle FraMO*
sier. Balentine; Jeanette Hovey, Colvin; Shirley Hawley, Elms; Frances
Gunn, No. Estabrooke; Jean Stephens,
So. Estabrooke; Hazel Brown. West
Hall E; and Anne Shraymait, West
Hall W.
Men's Dormitories: Gilbert Dube,
ND 5; Don Littlefield, ND 6; Leon
Cinley, ND 7; Maynard Tolman, ND
4; Clayton Carl, ND 8; Richard
;ardiner, ND 9; John Kelley, Corbett
CHUNCAL engineers supervise preparation of
'st; Thomas Lydon, Corbett 2nd;
larger-than-laboratory batches of chemicals in
Lionel Kelley, Corbett 3rd; Richard
Du Pont's Special Service Laboratory.
Leclair, Corbett 4th; Donald Regan,
Dunn 1st; Kenneth Lincoln, Dunn 2nd:
Charles Kasmer, Dunn 3rd; Frank
[FIRST OF A SERIES 1
Haley. Dunn 4th; J. Vance Williams.
Center Oak; Ralph Baxter, East Oak;
New products mean new opportunities
and Robert Ward, HHH.
for chemical engineers
Fraternities: Joe Makarzel, SN;
!tonald Shafter, TEP; Thomas Fogier, SC; Hugh McCormick, LCA:
lonald A. Schutt, SPE; Charles De3iase, PD; Stanley Payson, TKE;
Gordon Cram, AGR; George Major.
1,TO; Jack Van Wart, BTP; Richard
Froberger, SAE; Paul Richardson,
PMD; Roland Peters, TC; George
Cook, PKS; and Edward Perry, PEK.
South Apartments: Nell McGowan,
12; Oakley Porter, 21; R. B. Hamilton, 1: Peter Granger, 25; Norman
1•
Erickson, 23; Walter Schuman, 9;
STUDYING "Teflon" tetrafluoroethylene resin
DIKKING a multi-stage carbon-monoxide comCHARGING experimental polymers to spinning
Russell F. Taylor, 1; Lawrence Selinsulating material ivith special apparatus:
pressor used in semi-works operations: R. L.
machine:0.C. Wetmore,Ph.D Phys.Ch., New
K. F. Richards, B.S.Ch.E., Cornell '48; and
lars, 11; William Emery. 2; Milton
Stearns, B.S.Ch.E., Yale '49; and H. PeterYork U.'44; D. A. Smith,B.S.M.E., Purdue
E. K. Holden, M.S.Ch.E., Delaware '48.
son,
B.S.Ch.E.,
Northeastern University '42.
Lane. 17; Edmund Robinson, 19:
40;cuseIC.0.King,Sc.D.Ch.E.,Michigan'43.
Wesley Bullard, 13; A. W. Irvine, 6;
To you as a student chemical engiRoger Gould, 19; Leo Dandenau, 20;
wholly synthetic organic fiber. In
project would have to be abandoned.
Joseph E. Wall,8; Wesley Marple, 16.
neer, what does this statement bring
working out techniques for its comHowever, it is basic in Du Pont
W. 0. Parridge, 20; Earl Steward,
to mind:
mercial manufacture, there was
people's philosophy not only to take
7; C. L. Sewell, 17; Antonio Esposito,
Nearly two-thirds of Du Pont's curpractically nothing to go on. The
on difficult pioneering problems, but
15; Herbert Wave, 14; Harry F.
rent sales are in products entirely
compounds of which it was made,
to see them through. With nylon,
Whitney, 5; Clair Carter, 5; Kenneth
or virtually unknown in 1930.
hexamethylenediamine and adipic
this
persistence paid off handsomely.
Chapman, 21; Richard Davis, 18;
acid, were essentially laboratory
Likely
it
suggests
years
of
solving
Is
this the kind of problem you'd
Guy Twonffily, 4; Philip Stoddard.
chemicals. Processes had to be deintriguing engineering problems, the
like to attack, the kind of people
13: William Burrell, 15; Charles
vised to make them from cheap raw
designing of unique equipment, the
you'd like to work with?
Hoyt, 3; J. J. Bickford, 18; Lester
materials
—benzene, hydrogen, air
carrying
out
of
reactions
under
exOakes, 1(); and Llewellyn Rose, 10.
NEXT MONTH — Opportunities for
and ammonia. Large-scale preparatraordinaiy conditions.
1
chemical engineers in research and de—
tion of nylon salt from amine and
velopment will be discussed in the secBut it should also suggest the opGift Books Net $36.85
acid required going beyond the clasond article in this series. Watch for it!
portunities that will come to chemicor Union Building Fund
sical unit operations.
cal engineers in the future. For at
Du Pont, new and better products
Here for the first time it was proJohn Seward Johnson, Jr., who is
WRITE FOR 40-page booklet, "The
are continually being developed.
posed to extrude a fiber with extreme
iw in the Navy, left the University
1)0 Pont Company and the College
From today's extended program of
accuracy from a melted polymer at
Graduate." Address: 2521 Ne.t February. Before he left, he
fundamental research you can expect
mours Building, Wilmington, Del.
eposited a trunk tray full of books at
290°C. At this temperature the polymore neoprenes, more nylons, more
,he SRA book mart.
mer decomposes slowly. It had to be
The books were sold this semester
plastics like "Teflon" tetrafluoromelted, pumped at 5000 p.s.i. presnal the proceeds donated to the Meethylene resin.
sure through microscopic holes and
morial Union Fund, according to
cooled in a hurry. Otherwise the fiber
As these products come out of the
lohnson's wishes. The sale netted
laboratory,they will bring with them
would emerge discolored.
315.85.
S PAT OU
5
a succession of interesting and chal"
The Du Pont chemical and meJohnson, class of '53, was a member
BETTER THINGS FOR
BETTER LIVING
lenging problems for the chemical
chanical engineers and other men
• ,f Theta Chi.
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
engineer. Problems that will arise
and women who worked with them
out of their very newness.
Entertaining, Informative — Listen to -Cavalcade of
ran into one difficulty after another.
The Maine Campus is your newsAmeroca, Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
For instance, take nylon, the first
:Japer. Use it
More than once they thought that the

f

of engied by the
ate. °pinged from
rom engia lady).
" and one
dministra-
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Pulp And Paper Brockway Calls Job Prospects
Group To Give Phenomenally Good This Year
Award Feb. 19

. Januar. 17. 19S2

Maine Officials
To Serve On
Committees

Bulletin Reveals
Plans For Next
Summer Session

"The job situation is phenomenally and electrical engineers, plus chemists
good this year." So said Mr. Brock- and engineering physicists.
The University's Summer Session
The University of Maine Pulp and way, University director of student
Educators blame the shortage of
'for
1952 will extend from July 7
The University of Maine will have
Paper Foundation will present its sec- aid and placement, in commenting on engineers on two factors: first, that
Aug.
15, Dean Mark R. Shibles, di
four
represent
atives
serving
the
employme
on impornt opportunities open to defense mobilization has created many
ond annual Honor Award when the
rector
of the session, has indicated in
those
seniors
who
will
graduate
tant
in
committees of the Association of
University of Maine Pulp and Paper
new technical jobs which would aba
bulletin
Alumni Luncheon is held in New York February.
issued this week.
sorb more than the normal yearly Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
on Feb. 19.
Mr. Brockway expects that of the 90 crop of engineering graduates; and during the coming year, accordin
Three-we
ek courses will be held
g to
The luncheon will be held in the seniors and graduate students who will second, that the Engineering popula- an announcement
from
July
7
to July 25, and workshops
from
the WashingBowman Room of the Biltmor'e Hotel receive diplomas on Feb. 1, at least tion has fallen off due to a drop in
in
elementa
ry,
secondary, and agriculton
office-of
the association's executive
at 12:30 p.m. Robert Ramsdell, Hol- 90 per cent will have found jobs even technical training enrollments.
tural
education
arc scheduled from
before the final examinations have
yoke. Mass., will be the chairman.
The shortage of engineers is wide- secretary.
July
28
to
Aug. 15.
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, Dr. George
All University of Maine alumni con- been completed.
spread. throughout the country, and
A lecture series by noted national
nected with the pulp and paper and alOne of the few inactive divisions of some of the undergraduates have been F. Dow, Dean Joseph M. Murray, and
and foreign educators will extend
lied industries and members of The the job market at this time is the interviewed by 18 or 20 different com- Dean Ashley S. Campbell
have been
throughout the session. A guidance
University of Maine Pulp and Paper selling field. "Firms are not trying to panies.
named by the Association to serve on conference
is set for July 30-31, and
Foundation are invited to the affair, sell what they haven's got." said Mr. The rush for engineers
is helping committees in their particula
r fields. a PTA leadership conference from
held annually in conjunction with Pa- Brockway, but he expects activity in the job situation for non-technical
Aug. 6 to 8.
that field to improve by the time the graduates, in that many potential
per Week activities in New York.
perWinner of the award last year was next group of seniors graduate in June. sonnel and administrative men have
The 12-page bulletin gives the SumDr. Ralph H. McKee "in recognition
mer Session calendar and notes about
In particular demand are the Tech- been lined up by interviewers recruitof his initiating and establishing the nology graduates. The College of ing technical employees. The overall
the faculty, living facilities, campus,
first college course of pulp and paper Technology will graduate about 20 picture of the 1952 job situation
recreation, admission, program of inseems
Two poems by U. of M. students struction, and conferences.
technology in the country at the Uni- men, of whom 15 are mechanical .en- Komising, with plenty of openings
in will be published
in the "Annual Anversity of Maine."
gineers. The rest are chemical, civil, almost every line of work.
Copies may be obtained from the
thology of College Poetry."
Summer Session office.
The poems are "The Eternal Cycle"
by Mary Helen Porter and "Thy Will
Be Done" by Anthony Mezoian and
David Collins.
The anthology is a compilation of
the best poetry written by college
The U. of M. Pulp and Paper Founstudents representing all sections of dation has announced
that the West
the country.
Virginia Pulp and Paper Co. has subscribed as a scholarship underwriter
in support of the foundation.
Keene Gets Top Prize
These scholarships have been estabIn Soil-Water Contest
lished for special study at the UniA University sophomore, John W. versity. Students receiving such
Keene, has been named top Maine scholarships will provide a supply of
winner in the 1951 National Soil and well-trained candidates having specialWater Conservation Contest.
ized knowledge and operational manAs a winner in Waldo County. agement background for the pulp and
Keene had already won a gold-filled paper industry and its affiliates.
medal of honor. For his state honor,
the Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. Mental Health
Meeting
will give him a gold watch.

Anthology Includes
U Of M Poetry

Virginia Firm Gives
Special Study Aid

Attended By Dickinson

New For II
You in '52
CONFERENCE IN THE CLOUDS
Among the undergraduates on any'college campus, you'll find
the talk reaching up to the clouds. And once in a while — in a classroom, around a study table, or even in a bull session — a really big
idea is born.
Big ideas come, too, from the men and women in laboratories,
business offices, shops. But often these professionals are exploring
a path first glimpsed in college.
How do we know? Because of the many college people who
have come into the Bell System, where big ideas and a lot of dreams
have taken their place in progress. The human voice, carried along
a wire, first across a town, then a state, a nation, and now the world.
Music and pictures and things hpppening delivered into cities
and
hamlets all across the land by radio and television networks.
'We're always looking for the men and women who get big
ideas — whether they're about people, or machines, or ways of doing
things. It's the only way the Bell System can keep on giving this
country the best telephone service in the world.
BELL
•

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

John Paul 0
1
Co.
h
Is Expanding!
A New Store
for You
TWICE AS BIG
TWICE AS GOOD
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Sigma Pi Sigma, honorary physics
society, has decided to award a book
to the most outstanding student of Ps
1 and 2. The book, to be chosen by
the student, will be related to his field
of study.

Zipper Trouble?
we repair and replace zippers

on any garment, sleepingbags and leather-goods.
Knitted parts on all jackets
replaced. Relining&
ZIPI'ERS FOR SALE.

PELS

Big of small

Men's Clothing
Repair Shop

Fit.,'cm all

con
soci

Dr. Charles A. Dickinson, professor
emeritus and former head of the psychology department, attended the first
annual meeting of the National Association for Mental Health in Chicago.
Nov. 29 to Dec. 1.
He reported to the convention the
progress Maine is making in the building up of clinics for mental health.
According to Dickinson Maine may
organize an Association for Mental
Health in the near future.

Short or tall ...
John Paul

Ass

20 Hammond St.
Bangor
(over Cal's Electr. Shop)

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
Jewelers
First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively

IS PICKERING SG.

Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makee
of Watches
25 Hammond St., Bangor
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WSGA Council Telephone System Student Status
DecidesAgainst Changeover Allows Is Explained By
Quicker Set-vice
Association Tie
Draft Director

Vets Who Graduate
At End Of Semester
Must Visit VA Office

Calendar

4:45 paii.—(raluation Rehearsal,
Little Theatre
Students under the G.I. Bill who are
5:30
p.m.—Critic Teachers and
The Women's Student Government
In the Administration Building, inMaj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, direct- graduating in February have one more
Student Teachers Meetings.
—ociation Council has voted against stallation of
the new equipment has tor of Selective Service, announced last major bit of business to transact with
South Estabr)oke E and
ling a delegate to the 1952 regional necessitated
South Estabrooke D
the tearing down of one week that Selective Service would not the Veterans Administration Office in
lettuce of the Intercollegiate As- wall, the
construction of a new one, make any special provisions to give 108 East Annex, according to Miss 7 p.m.—Intramural Basketball.
students 30 days after the close of the
s eiation of Women Students.
Memorial Gym
Betty Reid of the V A office.
the rearrangement of rest rooms, and
academic
year to enlist in the service
7 p.m.—Tumbling. Women's Gym
The proposal that the WSGA join a smaller
This business entails (1 ) making
stock room. Henry L. of their choice.
FRIDAY,JAN. 18
she organization stemmed from a
out
a requisition for a cap and gown 7
Doten, business manager and purchasAmendments to the Selective Serp.m.—Women's Athletic Associrecommendation by last years council. ing
agent, estimates the cost of con- vice law provide that students are for graduation, (2) making out a
ation, Co-Recreation, Women's
The council's latest decision was struction at approximately $1,000. henceforth to be deferred
Gym
instead of change of address to facilitate early
reached after additional information Maintenance of the new system will having their induction postponed. Gen- delivery of the veteran's
last check 7 p.m.—Kappa Phi Kappa,
had been presented by Jeanne Frye, cost no more than the old, according eral Hershey pointed out that now any (which will
22 Wingate
be sent in March ), and
to Mr. Doten.
student pursuing a full-time course
8
WSGA president.
p.m.—Owls Stag, Memorial Gym
(3) applying for a supplementary cerMrs. Mildred Willett and Eleanor who is ordered for induction and has tificate of eligibilit
SATURD
According to Miss Frye the WSGA
AY,JAN. 19
y if the veteran ancould send a delegate to the conference Linnenbuerger, the switchboard opera- never been deferred as a student will ticipates further use of the G.I. Bill.
Basketball—Maine vs. Bowdoin—
without paying the dues of $15 but tors, will greet the change-over with be deferred in Class I-S until the end
away
Miss Reid said that a veteran who
of his academic year. He can receive
SUNDAY
could not be formally accepted into enthusiasm.
,JAN. 20
plans
continue
to
to use the G.I. Bill
only one such deferment.
membership until the national conSaid Mrs. Willett:
must go into training next semester. 8,9, 10,and 11 a.m.—Catholic
The General also said that a stu- Present
ference in 1953. The council decided "We will save a great deal of time
Services. Our Lady of Wisdom
G.I. Bill restrictions do not
that it would prefer to use the money by not having to look up the numbers dent who is entitled to a I-S defer- permit the veteran
Chapel
to take a semester
ment must report for induction before
budgeted for conferences to send as for callers who insist on calling
9:15 a.m.—Episcopal Services,
off before continuing his training.
by
he can be deferred by his local board.
many delegates as possible to the New name rather than numbers. Any
Canterbury House
system
England regional conference of the that will take the Bangor line waiting The law states that he shall be deferred
11 a.m.—Protestant Services,
-upon presenting the facts" that he is
Women's Self Government Associa- list from my hands will be a
Little Theatre
welcome
satisfaetorily pursuing a full-time
tion, which will be held at the Uni- one.
7 p.m.—Baron Hans De Meissversity of Connecticut in April.
course at the time the order for indue Teuffen speech, Louis Oakes
tion is issued.
Room
Following a recommendation by the
Dr. Himy B. Kirshen. who vill be
3IONDAY,JAN. 21
executive committee, the council voted
General Hershey explained that the ! a visiting professor
at the University
4:30 p.m.—Social Dancing Class.
to request an advance of $100 from the
student need only requesz his dean or ; of Wisconsin
next semester, was
Balentine Recreation Room
University to pay back bills amounting
registrar to give the local board offi- honored by the Bangor
branch of the
7
p.m.—In
to $49 and for operating expences
tramural Basketball.
cial
immediat
e
notice
that
he is a full- American Institute of Banking school
Dean Edith G. W ni has announced
until WSGA dues are assessed on the that the 1952 Tr -Delta general
Memorial
time
Gym
student,
doing
satisfact
ory
work,
at a dinner last Thursday.
schol8 p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club.
:pring term bill. According to Doro- arship competition is being held
and
that
such
work
commenc
ed
prior
front
A wallet was presented to Dr. Kir.-by Booth. treasurer of the organiza- Jan. 7 to Feb. 15.
Women's Gym
to the date the order for induction
shen
by the banking students.
TUESDAY,JAN.22
tion, the Council will get the money
was
mailed.
Women students in colleges having
Dr. Kirshen. instrumental in or- 7 p.m.—Square Dance, Women's
from this assc stnent sometime in May.
chapters of the sorority may apply. Enrollment, acceptance, and regis- ganizing the Bangor
banking school in
Gym
tration do not have any bearing on the
whether members or not.
1936, has continued to assist in the WEDNESDAY,JAN. 23
Irene Montgomery Talks
The award to any student will not defernient. Actual attendance of classes teaching program
since that date.
8 a.m.—E\ants begin
is the prerequisite.
exceed
$200.
To Maine Outing Group
Richard K. Stuart, assistant profes- 7 p.m.—Physical Education Majors
Application blanks are available at
sor of Economics and Business AdClub. TIalentine Sun Parlor
Irene Montgomery spoke before the the office of Dean Wilson,
Brig. Gen, George M. Carter, adju- ministration, who takes over Dr. Kir74 LiMaine Outing Club last Tuesday and brary. Completed applicati
ons should tant general of Maine, will speak to shen's work with the institute for the
Phi Kappa Phi, national honor soshowed slides of a European trip be sent to Mrs. Charles
C. Perrin. Box the Maine Government class at 1:45 remainder of the school year, was also ciety, was founded at the Universit
y
which she took last summer.
717. Paoli. Pa., before Feb. 15.
p.m. today in 22 Wingate Hall.
a guest at the dinner.
of Maine in 1900.
(Costinssed from Page Otte)

Kirshen Is Honored
At Banking Dinner

Tr -Delta To Give
Scholarship Award

n, professor
of the psyled the first
mai Associin Chicago.
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Arrow Short....Gripper
fasteners or all-elastic
waistband.
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Arrow Athletic Undershirts

0.00

Arrow T-ShirtA

0.00

M. L. French & Son

>>>> ARROW
SHIRTS • TIES • SPORTS

contoured sent panel—no ceu ter
Tilan to mutt, %vital's worse than skimpy-co:
-ts
that hind, hunch and ride up? It just can't ;Ivpen with Arrows — Lecause thev•re cut i t in
the first place. and "Sanforized -A:dried t won't
sh:ink more than 1 r:;e1. Plain or pattern, white
or colors—get yours today!
Arrow Shorts ... Grippers or nil-elastic was:bond 0.09
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196 Exchange Street

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twelve offices in
Eastern Marne

Bangor, Maine

Mernber Fed•ral Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Clubs Apply For Recognition
Prof. Cecil E. Howes, chairman of was then sponsored by the Politics
the Committee on New Student Or- and International Relations Club.
ganizations, reports that several clubs
After the committee headed by Prof.
have applied for University recogni- Howes has acted, the clubs' application.
tions will go before the General Senate
The Sailing Club, Hockey Club, and the Committee on Administration
Young Democrats Club, and the for final acceptance or rejection.
Young Republican Club have subA one-year "formative period" for
mitted the necessary papers to the each organization will follow before
committee.
recognition becomes final.
Attention was focused on the recognition procedure a few weeks ago
Dean Edith G. Wilson was the
when the Young Republican Club guest speaker at a supper meeting of
found itself ineligible to sponsor a the Orono High School Parent-Teachspeaker. The speaker, Neil Bishop, er Association on Wednesday, Jan. 16.

Orono, Maine, Jailizary 17. 1952

Will Lecture
In Louis Oakes Room Jan. 20

(Continued from Page One)
"Tigerfish Hotel," a hunting lodge
to Corfu. Peiraeus, the Dodecanese for big-game hunters.
Islands, Smyrna, Cyprus, and Beirut. 'When World War II broke out he
In the captial of Syria he got a job went home to join the Swiss army.
as chauffeur to a wealthy Arab and
After the war he left England in
taxied him across the desert to Bag- his own sailboat for a trip around the
dad. He worked his way to Iraq and world which included a record solo
Iran as a truck driver.
trip across the Atlantic in 58 days.
He became one of the earliest "illeFollowing a lecture of the United
gal immigrants" in the Holy Land in States he again visited the Middle
the fall of 1935, slipping into a Pales- East in 1947. After a second lecture
tine harbor without a visa. He was tour and a year in Alaska he was inworking as a mechanic on a govern- vited by the Civil Affairs Department
ment farm when the police caught up of the United States Army of Occupawith him several weeks later.
tion to lecture for the re-orientation
De Meiss-Teuffen was thrown into program of the Army Information
jail but later released through the Centers in the United States zone of
efforts of a friend in the Swiss diplo- Germany.
matic service. He then made a bicycle
After his work in Germany he made
tour of Palestine, working as a farmer, a third lecture tour of the United
electrician, ditch-digger, truck driver, States and appeared as the villain in
and laborer in the open pit mines of the movie "Flying Saucer." The
the Dead Sea. He joined the Hista- Baron gave another series of lectures
druth, the Jewish Federation of Labor for the Army in Germany and then
in the Holy Land.
took a year-long trip through sixteen
The next four years were spent in countries, 23,000 miles by car and
India, on the Seychelles Islands, in 14,000 by ship,
Madagascar, Northern Rhodesia, and
He went from Iran through India
the Belgian Congo. In the Congo he and Kashmir, to Ceylon, Malaya, the
started an orange and medical herb Philippine Islands and then to the
plantation as well as the famous United States.

HUGHES
COOPERATIVE PLAN
for

MASTER of SCIENCE
DEGREES

_

r

Kollwitz's Art Work Versatile Baron
Is On Exhibition
An exhibition of 50 graphic arts
works by Kaethe Kollwitz is being
shown in the art gallery in Carnegie
Hall throughout January.
Kaethe Kollwitz died in 1945 at the
age of 78. She was born in Germany
among the working class and early in
life became united with the social
democracy movements prevalent in
Europe in 19th century.
All the works in the exhibition were
borrowed from Ferdinand Roten, of
Paitimore, Md..
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PURPOSE

To assist outstanding BS graduates in
obtaining their Master of Science Degrees while employed in industry and
making a significant contribution to
important military work.
ELIGIBILITY

June 1952 graduates receiving BS Degrees in the following fields:
Electrical Engineering
Electronic Engineer:ng
Physics
Mechanical Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Those chosen to participate in this plan
will be from the upper portion of their
graduating classes or will have evidenced unusual technical ability. They
must also have evidenced imaginative
ability and possess personality traits
enabling them to work well with others.
CITIZENSHIP

Applicants must be United States citizens who can be cleared for "Secret,"
due to their work at Hughes Research
and Development 1.aboratories being of
a classified nature.
PARTICIPATING UNIVERSITIES

The University of California at Los
Angeles and the University of Southern
California will participate in this program, and candidates for Master of
Science Degrees must meet entrance requirements for advanced study at these
schools.
PROGR AM

Under this Cooperative Plan, starting
June 1952, the following schedule of
employment at Hughes is arranged:
Full time—from June 1952 to Sept. 1952
Half time—from Sept. 1952 toJune 1953
Full time—from June 1953 to Sept. 1953
Half time—from Sept. 1953 to June 1954
Under this arrangement it is possible
for a recipient to receive th of a normal year's salary each year and to attend

a university half time during regular
sessions working on his Master's Degree.

PAT'S

MI

pr

SALARIES

Salaries will be commensurate with the
individual's ability and experience and
reflect the average in the electronics industry. Salary growth will be on the
same basis as full-time members of the
engineering staff. In addition, the individuals will be eligible for health, accident, and life insurance benefits, as
well as other benefits accruing to fulltime members.
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OPERA HOUSE
filiNGOR
,Tan. 17. 18. 19
"SLAUGHTER TRAIL"
in Technicolor
Brian Donlevey, Virginia Gray
Jan. 20,21,22,23
"WEEK END WITH
FATHER"
Van Heflin, Patricia Neal,
Gigi Perreau

Tuition at either UCLA or USC,covering the required number of units necessary to obtain a Master's Degree, will
be paid by Hughes Research and Development Laboratories.
NUMBER OF AWARDS

Approximately one hundred Cooperative Awards shall be made each year, if
sufficient qualified candidates present
themselves.

BIJOU

SELECTION OF CANDIDATES

DATES FOR APPLYING

Informal applications should be mailed
prior to January 30, 1952. The Laboratories will then forward formal applications, which should be returned,
accompanied by up-to-date grade transcripts, by February 15, 1952.Selections
will be made during the month of
March.

ADDRESS CORRESPONDENCE TO

Hughes Research and Development Laboratories
Engineering Personnel Department
Culver City, California

lEIV ENGLAID THEATRES, he.
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TUITION

Candidates will be selected by a committee of representation composed of
two each from the University of California at Los Angeles, the University of
Southern California,and the Hughes Research and Development Laboratories,

CMS!

"YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

TRAVEL AND MOVING EXPENSES

For those residing outside of the Southern California area, actual travel and
moving expenses will be allowed up to
10% of the full starting annual salary.
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PIANG:DrI
Jan. 16. 17.18
"DRUMS IN THE DEEP
SOUTH"
In Color
James Craig. Barbara Payton,
Guy Madison
Jan. 19, 20, 21, 22
"I'LL SEE VOL IN MY
DREAMS"
Doris Day, Danny Thomas,
Frank Lovejoy, Patrice
Wymore

PARK

.
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ORONO
Wed.& Thurs., Jan. 16, 17
"FOOTLIGHT VARIETIES"

t

Variety
6:3°-9C
:2a(s)t
"THE DAY TIIE EARTH
STOOD STILL"
i
7:31
Patricia N(al. Michael RenniiFri. & Sat., Jan. 18, 19
"AM AMERICAN IN PARIS"
(Technicolor)
Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron
Matinee prices adults 420

now at all times

Sat. Matinee 2:30:6:30-8 :14
Sun. & Mon.. Jan. 20, 21
"MY FAVORITE SPY"
Bob Hope, Hedy Lamar
Matinee prices now 42e for
adults
Sun. Matinee 3:00 6:30-8 :21
Tues., Jan. 22
"TIIE UNKNOWN MAN"
Walter Pidgeon. Ann Harding
6:30-8 :20

ILINGOR
Wed.& Thurs., Jan. 23, 24
Double Feature
Jan. 16. 17
"KON TIK I"
"FIRST LEGION"
6:30-9:06
Charles Boyer, William
Thor Heyerdahl, Knut
Deniarest, Lyle Bettger.
Haugland
Walter Hampden
"HALF ANGEL"
"JUNGLEPM
I"A
s NIIIINT"
Loretta Young,
Cotten.
Cecil Kellaway, Irene Ryan,
Johnny WeisU
8 (Ki)
tiller, Sheila
Basil It uysdael
Ryan
Bijou and Opera House operate contiml-tisly from 1:30 p.m. to
11:00
...J....I.
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Bev& 41acts Maine-Bowdoin Contes. Looms As Thriller
BY BEN TUCKER
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Kappa Sig Five
Upsets Phi Gam;
Phi Eta In Lead

Maine doesn't have any Dick Groat
or Bill MIkvy but it does have a fine
starting five with John Norris in there.
The Black Bears have a decided tendency to fade in the closing minutes
of their ball games, probably because
of the lack of top-flight reserves.
By PERLESTON PERT, JR.
Looking over their four recent road
BY DANA WARREN
games gives testimony that the Bears
A 44-35 upset victory by Kappa
Coach Rome Rankin's hardlack the last-quarter drive that someSigma over defending fraternity
fighting varsity hoopsters will
times brings victory. Maine made a
champion Phi Gamma Delta was the
have their hands full Saturday
fine showing on the tour with the exhighlight last week in the intramural
when they travel to Brunswick
ception of the Rhode Island game in
basketball race.
to meet a dangerous Polar Bear
which three first stringers were lost
The win hoisted Kappa Sig into a
quintet in their own back yard.
on fouls.
second-place tie with SAE and at the
The contest will close the Pale
The Rankin:nen walloped the Unisame time gave a high-flying Phi Eta
Blue schedule until the first of
versity of Massachusetts, 80-59, this
Kappa team undisputed possession of
next semester.
past week end for their first Yankee
first place in the fraternity division.
Aided by their road trip during the
Conference win of the season. Nixon,
Phi Eta amassed a record point
vacation, the Polar Bear forces have
Churchill, and Norris all hit in high
been bolstered by the return of Capt.
double figures. Nixon dropped six total in swamping TKE, 103 to 30.
Merle Jordan and the appearance of
straight sets at one time during the The one-sided victory, the fifth straight
for the division leaders, left Phi Eta
Jim Hebert, a dead-eye sophomore
Contest.
as the only fraternity team without a
with plenty of court experience. Walt
Saturday night the Bears tanloss.
Bartlet
t is another Bowdoin mainstay
gled with Joe Zabilski's Northwho
has
In
been high man for that quintet
the
Kappa
Sig-Ph
Gam
i
contest
,
eastern five and blew a big lead
all
year
Kappa
and
will bear plenty of watchSig
led
all
the
way
in
postin
g
to lose, 60-54, in Boston. Maine
ing by the Pale Blue defense.
held a half-time lead of 30-20 its sixth victory against one defeat.
Returning Sunday from a week end
and a three-quarter lead of 47- Gordon Pendleton headed the Kappa
road trip to the University of Massa43. That last quarter proved Sig scoring with 9 points. Andy
chusetts and Northeastern, the Black
fatal as it did at Storrs a week Rines, a deadly accurate set shot artist,
threw in 7. Jim Hathaway, who played
Bears met a high-powered Colby squad
before.
a good game off the boards along with
Bob
at
Nixon
Waterville last night.
,
Maine
guard
goes
,
into
the
air
to
hoop
2 point
Despite a poor record to date,
Pendleton, contributed 8. John Mcas the Bears defeat Bates, 72-69. Nixon's deadly firing from the
Maine returned from the week end
the Maine squad is bound to have
Guire played a good game from hN
outside was a big factor in the Maine win. Other Maine player
road trip with a 1-1 average, beating
some real battles here next seguard post in addition to hooping 8
is
Ray
the
Kelle
University of Massachusetts 80-59
(15).
y
Staff
Photo by Dupont
mester. They do have an impoints. Buddy Ham, although not
and
being nipped by Northeastern
proved bail team awl are bound
scoring heavily, chipped in with an ex60-54. Bob Churchill was high man
to win more games.
cellent floor game.
for the evening scoring 27 points as
University of Maine skiers led the
For Phi Gam, Dick DiBiase had
the Pale Blue forces knocked Massapack in a three-way meet last week 9 points, and Bill 'Neally and
chusetts. Some phenomenal shooting
Marty
end with Bowdoin and Colby. Grady Foley each scored 7. Gene Sturge
by fast improving Bob Nixon was anon
Erikson, co-captain of the Maine team, and Ed MaeManus helped a losing
other big factor in the Maine victory.
won first place in the cross-country cause with commendable floor
games. The fast-moving Frosh basketball
Coach Chester Jenkins' varsity Nixon sank six straight shots from
and jumping. Four other Maine men
Ed Clancy and Bob Whytock turned squad will have a three week lay-off track team will
journey out of state the outside in hooping 21 points. John
finished in order behind Erikson in the in a good chore in officiating
the rough before meeting Hebron here Feb. 8 in this week end to compete in the Norris chipped in with 18 points and
cross-country event.
contest.
the preliminary to the varsity tussle Knights of Columbus
meet to be held Maine took a 25-10 lead in the first
The downhill and slalom events were
Lee Lambert, at forward position, with New Hampshire. The yearlings in the Boston Garden
on Saturday. quarter which they never gave up.
run off last Sunday at Bald Mountain. scored 23 points to lead Phi Eta Kappa have six games remaining on their abThe Rankin machine lost a tough
Maine will enter relay teams in both
Sophomore Bob Irish of Maine stood in its 103-30 rout of TKE. "Lefty" breviated schedule.
one
to Northeastern the following
the one and the two-mile events. They
out in Sunday's action with a first in Clarke was next with 16; Perley
night when they led the Huskies for
Rebounding from an earlier defeat will compete with two
other collegiate
the slalom and a second in the down- Dean had 15; Herb Howard and Ted by Maine Maritime Acade
the first three periods only to be edged
my, the teams in the national meet.
hill. The Maine team was again vic- Tolman each scored 12; and Paul Frosh finished fast
by a final period rally. John Norris,
in their last outing
At the Bates meet last Saturday, Captai
torious.
Guiou contributed 10. Phi Eta cleared to beat Husson College, 77-61.
n Jack Christie, and Bob
Maine took first place in everything
Churchill were top scorers for the
Big Ed Bogdanovich, Maine's soph- its bench during the contest, and it
George Burke had his best night of but the 300-yard dash.
Husky Ed Bog- Bears, netting 16, 15,
omore football star, was a key man proved to be the reserves who did the season as he tallied
and 12 points
23 points, most danovich took firsts in the discus throw
respectively.
in the varsity track victory over hap- most of the scoring.
of them on driving push-shots.
and the 16-pound shot put.
less Bates last Saturday. Ed won the
Expected to run the mile relay at
shot put event with a toss of 43 feet
Boston on Saturday are John Bowler.
63/2 inches. The big fellow also won
John Wathen, Donald Green, and
the discus throw with a heave of 117
Charle
s Foote, with John Curry as
feet. Maine won the indoor meet.
alternate.
86-31.
Every afternoon, ice and weather
(Continued from Page One)
The two-mile relay team will probapermitting, a large and enthusiastic
Notice to all those who like to
jumping with a score of 2844. Bob bly consist
of Malcolm Osborne, Ed- group
of men get together at the Uniskate: Friday afternon, Jan. 13,
Irish of Maine, participating in his ward Perry, Colwy
n Haskell, and versity rink
to play hockey. They are
all are asked to come over to the
first collegiate meet, and, by the way, Carlton MacLean.
members of the Maine Hockey Club,
skating rink between 2 and 4.
showing much promise as a future
as yet "unofficially" recognized by the
There will he several people there
standout, tallied second with a 2675
University, who nevertheless very
to take the names of thos:• who
score. Anderson of Colby was third
activel
y represent the school in this
want to take part so that a pracfollowed by Church (B), Edwards
sport.
tice schedule with events for all
(M) and Marshall (B).
Coached by John Maturo, assistant
can he arranged.
Action reached a peak Sunday when
The final games of the interdonn coach in footbal
l, the club is driving
the teams traveled to Bald mountain basketball
Adelbert (Red) Norwood, former
leagues were played Mon- hard for scheduled
meets with several
for
the downhill and slalom races. day aftern
Maine athlete and Red Sox farm club
oon. The Elms took first colleges and schools in
the state. The
The
perfect
weathe
r of the previous place in the Blue League
pitching prospect, is scheduled to go
and West I regular varsity teams from Bowdoin.
day held with fine snow conditions on was runner
into the Service in February. Red
-up. South Estabrooke Colby, and Bates
will come to Maine
the trails. Whether it was the condi- took top
has been jumping up the minor league
honors in the White League to compete with
the
Hockey club as
tions
or the fact that many of the and Balentine
ladder and was readying himself for
came in second. The will some high school
s including
racers
have
had
good
a mound job with class-A Albany this
snow to practice four teams will play a roundrobin hockey-powerful St. Dominics High
on this year, there could be no doubt tournament
spring.
to determine the champion- of Lewiston. The club
hopes to play
that they were showing a high caliber ship.
It is interesting to note that a severe
Bates
here
during
the
week
end of the
form
for
this
early in the season.
Co-recreation will be held in the Winter Carniv
football injury may be the important
al.
Church
of
Bowdo
in
was first down Women's Gym Friday night from 8 to
step in bringing two institutions hack
"Making up in spirit what they lack
the steep #2 racing trail in a flashy 10. There
on friendly terms again. The two
is no admission fee.
in depth," as Coach Maturo puts it,
25.8 seconds. Bob Irish, riding his
The Women's Rifle Team lost their the club
schools are the University of Connectis building a strong backing
skis low and nipping the edges of the first match
to the University of Kan- of new men behind
icut and Trinity College.
a few veteran
spruce trees on the low corner of sas 485 to 488.
Trinity's outstanding football
The next opponent will hockey players. Ed Bryant
, sparkplug
every turn, finished less than a second be the Univer
captain, Billy Goralski, whose
sity of Rhode Island.
of the group who received his trainbehind
Church.
The physical education department ing at Samps
spine was fractured in a Thankson College before coming
In the slalom race Sunday afternoon, played hostess to thirty
giving Da, game with Tufts, is
representatives to Maine, teams with John Wills,
Red
Irish and Church placed one-two from Bates and
still in a Massachusetts hospital
Colby at the Winter Wilson, Ted Tocci, Dave
Brackett and
again, this time the Maine skier com- Sports Playday
last Saturday.
almost c
pletely paralyzed. A
John Rastoucci as the top players on
ing out on top. Bob Adams and Hatch
Dolores Amergian and Ruth Mit- the club.
benefit game between Trinity
of Maine placed high in the running in chell were recently named
co-chairmen
and Connecticut has been sugGrit4IN Erickson wins jump
this race and should do even better of Penny Carnival to be
geqed by a Conm•cticut writer.
held Sat. The captain of New
Staff Photo by Dupont with the practice they receive
Hampshire's
March 15.
d.
ski team this winter is Richard Snow.

Jordon, Hebert
Bolster Chances
Of Polar Bears

Freshman Five Blue Cindermen
Idle Until Feb. 8 To Run In Boston
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a1,1 Mary Snyder.
Ifillet held a breakfast Sunday
riMig in the SRA building. Foling the enjoyable task of eating,
BY FRANCES DION
Ernie Hilton led the group in sing"Ilere stand my ber!:s. line upon line sophobia—fear of going insane, and if ing.
They reach the roof, and row by row, on are one who isn't driven whacky
Tri-Deli played hostess to Delta
They speak of faded tastes of mine. by finals, consider yourself fortunate. Tau Delta on Monday evening, Jan.
And things I did, but do not know." Fear of being observed is called seopo- 7. Jean Young showed slides of her
—Andrew Lang
phobia—a phobia some may feel three-year stay in Tokyo. The program was followed by refreshments.
Ah yes, next week at this time I twinges of when taking a final.
Pinned: Barbara Bosworth to
imagine that a good many of us will
Oh well, finals will be here soon
Louis
Hilton, Sigma Chi; Sally
enough
without
spouting
about
them
be thinking along this line although
Keach to Bill Holway. Phi Kap;
now.
not in language so poetical as that
Approximately 60 actives, Fledges. Harriet Johnson to Bill Currie,
of Lang.
and alums of AOPi congregated at TKE ; and Terry Martin, Old Town,
Instructors will probably say there
the home of Miss Betty Reid, Bangor, to Roland Pouliot, TKE.
is nothing to worry about so far as
Engaged: Ethel Stone t(, John
last Sunday to celebrate the sorority's
final exams are concerned (if you've
55th year of existence. Taking part in Harvey; Jan Pettee to Winfield Tilkept up your work during the semesthe Founders' Day program were Dot- ton. Jr.; Ann Preble to
ter). One can go
tie Curtis, Janet Lu Oliver, Bar- Smith; Sigrid Kimball to George
along with that
bara Jackson. Delores Amergian, Rainoff, Columbia U.; and Arline
but, nevertheless,
Daucett, Rockport, to Richard Pease.
just think of all
DRINK
the phobias that
Sao/ —
c.;.11 be contractcaos
iimdd.1PARK'S''
ed. The worst,
of course, is pantophobia—a pure
Phone Bangor 2-2 1 1;1
Street
Orono, Maine
state of fear or
fear of the future. There's also lvs-

University Society

GRANT'S
Milk

People
P. ARK
,m111

Newman Hail Scene Of Annual Devotion
Our Lady of Wisdom chapel at
Newman Hall was the scene of the
Forty Hours devotion Jan. 13-15.
This annual church ritual was highlighted by the procession of the Blessed
Sacrament and the chanting of litanies

of the saints. Student members of the
Newman club participated in continuous prayer and adoration.
The Rev. Father Francis LeTourneau and the Rev. Father Louis Hebert
were the officiating priests.

IIILLSON ACHIEVEMENT 11111111

S HaiAtawm

For the week of January 14, 1952
To

GRADY ERICKSON
For his fine showing in the last ski meet
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 617

•
LUCK1ES TASTE BETTER!
It takes fine tobacco to give you a better-tasting
cigarette. And Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
But it takes something else, too—superior workmanship. You get fine, light, mild, good-tasting
tobacco in the better-made cigarette. That's why
Luckies taste better. So, Be Happy—Go Lucky!
Get a carton today!
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are so free
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Cause Luckies. the &awl.
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And easy
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University
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flexible flyel
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L.S./M.FT-Lucky Strike
Means Fine Tobacco

Skis
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./

athlete in school,
an
quite
raced.
I'm
I havethat ark be beat.
And many thing
one
taste I.
There's just
'
Luckies, better

MICARTI.YA
Piastic Soles
for ereeter speed
end durability
22 laminntions in the patented
Fl:.-xible Flyer Splitkein crosssection! Every tingle corresponding piece of wood in a
pair of skis is taken from the
same wood billet. Perfectly
matched for weight, grain,
camber and flexibility. Lighteight. Warp-free.
—
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